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ABSTRACT

Group communications is an area of research which has received a lot of atten-

tion recently. This paper focuses on a model and the architecture of a system which

supports group communications by providing group and session management function-

ality. This system is an extension of directory services which are used with unicast

communications. New functionality is needed for the dynamics of group communica-

tions (members of a connection may change over the lifetime of the connection) and

increased complexity of relations. A model is described which de�nes six object types

which represent the relevant objects. Users and groups represent real world users and

their relations. Sessions and ows describe ongoing group communications. Flow tem-

plates and certi�cates provide mechanisms for management and security issues. The

architecture presented in this paper is transport-independent, ie it can be used within

di�erent group communication platforms. A short sketch of the implementation is

given in the last section.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, surveys by various authors [1, 2, 3] have shown the increasing need

for multipoint communications and the requirements for platforms supporting this type

of communications. Additionally, the requirement for multimedia data transport is also

applied to multipoint communications. One common approach for designing a platform

which supports multipoint multimedia data transport services is the separation into

di�erent planes, one dealing with the actual data transfer and another being responsible

for management issues. This paper presents an approach to the management plane

which is based on the assumption that many problems to be solved are independent

from the transport infrastructure being used and should therefore be addressed inside

a component which is reusable for di�erent transport platforms. This approach has

the following advantages.



� Reduced implementation costs. Because of the transport-independency of such

a component, it could be used in di�erent transport platforms without having

to implement the functionality for each platform. This leads to a reduction of

implementation costs for new platforms using this component.

� Transport-independent naming. The name to address mapping is one of the tasks

of the management plane. If naming is implemented by a transport-independent

component, then it is possible to use the same names for addressing for di�erent

transport platforms. This would eliminate the situation of today, where each

collaborative application has its own name space so that the use of more than

one collaborative application can become a very complicated process in terms of

user and group management.

� Session directory functionality. A session directory similar to the well-known

mbone session directory would be possible, and it would be a more general direc-

tory. It would not only list the sessions and the respective applications, but also

the transport infrastructure being used. This way it would be easy to implement

collaborative applications which are able to use di�erent transport infrastruc-

tures.

The approach taken in this paper illustrates that there is functionality which can be

separated from transport-dependent issues and implemented in a separate and reusable

component. In order to elaborate this hypothesis, the rest of the paper is structured

as follows. Section 2 gives a short overview over other work in this area and related

activities. Section 3 then describes our model of how such a component could be used

inside a transport infrastructure. Moving on to a model of how such a component

could be designed, section 4 describes our architecture of such a model. Section 5 gives

a short overview over implementation issues, and section 6 then concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Group communications has become a very active �eld in the last years. However,

most of the work concentrates on multicast protocols (ie the task of transmitting data

over a network to more than one receiver without wasting network resources), especially

multimedia multicast protocols, and high-level issues, such as toolkits for programming

distributed multimedia applications.

Developments in the area of group and session management for group communica-

tion frameworks are not so wide-spread, although there are research activities and also

standardization e�orts. The rest of this section will describe some of these projects. A

more detailed description has recently been published by Mauthe et al. [4].

2.1. Research activities

The BERKOM Multimedia Collaboration Service (MMC) described by Altenhofen et

al. [5, 6] is an example for an application oriented development of a communications

platform. MMC is a part of the BERKOM multimedia teleservices, which also include

a Multimedia Mail Service (MMM) and a Multimedia Transport Service (MMT). MMT



is a pure transport service and does not o�er any group management services. It is

based on a variant of XTP which is called XTP-Lite. MMC contains various compo-

nents, of which Conference Interface Agents (CIAs), Conference Managers (CMs), and

a Conference Directory (CD) are relevant for the scope of this paper. Communica-

tion between these components is realized by two protocols, the CD Access Protocol

(CDAP) and the CM access protocol (CMAP). These protocols are RPC-based and

built on top of the ISO ROSE mechanisms. The architecture of MMC is similar to

the architecture described in this paper. However, the service provided is application

speci�c and therefore can be regarded as one possible application of the general concept

of a group and session management service described in this paper.

GCommS by Mauthe et al. [7, 8] is a project at Lancaster University which is

concerned with the support of group communication, especially for multimedia data.

One of the components of the architecture proposed for GCommS is the QoS archi-

tecture QoS-A described by Campbell et al. [9]. The transport aspects of GCommS

are de�ned in detail, but the group management services are only described on a very

abstract level. Currently, no speci�cation is available, although a transport service (the

so-called M-Connection service) has been implemented. GCommS therefore can be re-

garded as one of the many projects where group management is necessary to provide a

well-functioning platform, but is not speci�ed in detail. Other examples for platforms

where group management is identi�ed as an important component but not investigated

in detail are the xAMp architecture described by Rodrigues and Ver��ssimo [10], PRISM

by the Toutains [11], or Tenet described by Ferrari et al. [12, 13].

CIO multi-peer communications as described by Henckel [14, 15] is a very interesting

concept in terms of functionality. The transport group management de�ned for the

CIO transport service has many similarities to the model we describe in this paper. A

user of the CIO multi-peer transport service uses two di�erent components for accessing

the transport service and the transport group management service. Communications

are handled with two completely separate protocols. However, CIO transport group

management is limited to one communications platform (ie depends on the usage of

the CIO transport service), and it has not been implemented. Furthermore, since the

X.500 directory service is proposed as a basis for the transport group management

service, it may be impossible to have noti�cations sent to users.

2.2. Standardization bodies

ITU's T.120 series of recommendations [16] is an example for a standardized application

architecture which also incorporates group and session management functionality. The

basis of the T.120 infrastructure are the network speci�c transport protocols de�ned

in T.123 [17], which at the moment support data transfer using integrated services

digital networks (ISDN), circuit switched digital networks (CSDN), public switched

digital networks (PSDN), and public switched telephone networks (PSTN). Extensions

to include future broadband networks are under study. T.123 is used by the multipoint

communications service T.122/T.125 [18, 19], which de�nes a network independent

service with exible data transfer modes (broadcast and request/response), multipoint

addressing (one to all, one to sub-group, and one to one), and multipoint routing

(shortest paths to each receiver and uniform sequencing). Recommendation T.124 [20]
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then de�nes a generic conference control which uses T.122's multipoint communica-

tions service. The abstract services of the conference control include create, query,

join, invite, add, lock, unlock, disconnect, terminate, eject user, and transfer services.

These services provide a powerful environment for implementing conferencing applica-

tions, which then use T.124 and T.122 services. However, the applicability of these

recommendations is limited because of the concentration on conferencing. The T.120

series of recommendations can therefore be regarded as a speci�c example which should

be kept in mind when designing more general group and session management services.

In ISO, group communication is dealt with in di�erent committees and working

groups. We will only consider the work going on in JTC1/SC6, which is currently the

most active with respect to group communications. ISO's multipeer taxonomy [21]

(which is also described in a paper by Mathy et al. [22]) gives a general architectural

model for group communications, which may be used within di�erent OSI layers. Con-

cepts de�ned in this taxonomy describe a group (a set of entities), group memberships

(entities belonging to a group), population characteristics (a set of attributes a group

may have), group associations (data transfer relationships), and conversations (the ba-

sic components of group associations). These concepts can be combined to get a model

which is very exible in terms of group communications. However, as with many other

standardization activities, no implementations of these concepts exist, so it is not pos-

sible to experimentally evaluate the usability of this model. The ISO draft document

on an enhanced communications transport service [23] incorporates most concepts de-

scribed in the multipeer taxonomy. The naming and addressing model de�ned in this

draft is more complex than in point-to-point transport services, because conversations

and group associations have to be taken into account.

3. A MODEL FOR GROUP AND SESSION MANAGEMENT

Group and session management can be identi�ed as one component which is neces-

sary in every system supporting group communications. Figure 2 shows how such a

component may be integrated into the communications platform (the component is la-

beled GUA, a name which will be explained later). The model is independent from the
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communications platform being used, although it is mainly inuenced by discussions

within the Da CaPo project. This project, where the main goals are e�cient communi-

cation protocols achieved by dynamic con�guration, developed the need for group and

session management after broadening the model from point-to-point communications

to point-to-multipoint connections.

A group and session management component is used for di�erent tasks within a

group communications platform. These tasks may be divided into security issues,

name to address mapping, QoS issues, and the core functionality, group and session

management. The following paragraphs will discuss these issues in greater detail.

� Security issues are addressed in the form of identi�cation, authentication, au-

thorization, and certi�cation. These are the security issues which are important

in the context of group and session management and the provision of certi�ed

software components. Security issues may also be addressed for communications

itself via QoS parameters, where authentic and/or private communications may

be required. However, this type of security falls into the topic of QoS issues.

� Name to address mapping is the functionality which enables users of any commu-

nications system to use names instead of addresses, ie to use an abstract form of

naming entities (communication endpoints). This makes it possible to use log-

ical names independent from locations and connections which are mapped onto

addresses which can be used for addressing in a given transport infrastructure.

Saltzer [24] describes the concept of naming, addressing, and binding for the

Internet.

� QoS issues are important when speaking of actual connections. The well-known

multimedia QoS parameters like throughput, error rate, delay, or jitter, can be

seen as one special case of a general characterization which may be de�ned for

each connection. The parameters being used should be as versatile as possible

to allow the utilization of yet to be de�ned types. Szyperski and Ventre [25]



and Carle et al. [26] describe this concept of QoS parameters for multipoint

communications in greater detail.

� Group and session management is necessary for making the naming space (ie

the names which may be used) exible and con�gurable. Typically, groups of

users are changing over time, so it must be possible to create new groups, to

change group members, and to delete groups. Furthermore, the communications

inside a group (which we call a session) should also be manageable by users of

the communication platform. It should also be possible to create special sessions,

eg anonymous sessions (where the senders and/or receivers are not known) or

sessions which are open to any participant (open sessions). Another important

functionality in this area is the provision of authorizations for group and session

modi�cations.

The Architecture we propose for this functionality is that of a directory service,

where each user of the directory service uses a component which is implementing the

access protocol to the directory service. With respect to this design, our proposed

group and session management service is similar to the Internet domain name system

(DNS) de�ned by Mockapetris [27, 28], or the directory service standardized by ISO

and ITU, also known as the X.500 service [29, 30]. However, because in our case

we need more than a pure lookup service (where the directory system only reacts and

never acts), and special functionality (such as operations for joining and leaving groups

and sessions), a new service is required. This new service is provided by the group and

session management system (GMS) and is available through a GMS user agent (GUA).

4. GMS { GROUP AND SESSION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The general GMS model invented in the previous chapter may be further re�ned to

de�ne an architecture which may then be implemented and tested. The following

sections describe di�erent topics of the architecture. After a general description of the

architecture, the GMS object types are speci�ed. QoS issues are the topic of the last

section, where the di�erent steps and de�nitions of QoS usage are explained.

4.1. Architecture

The architecture of the GMS is similar to that of other directory services, in the sense

that the GMS service is available through a GMS access protocol (GAP) which is used

by GMS user agents (GUA), and is implemented by the GMS system protocol (GSP),

which is used by the GMS system agents (GSA) to communicate and thus implement

the GMS. The overall view of this architecture is shown in �gure 3.

� GMS user agent (GUA). GUAs are the components outside the GMS which are

used to access the GMS. Typically, a GUA is not much more than a protocol

machine which implements the GMS access protocol. As such, the GUA pro-

vides an interface which may be used by other components of the communication

platform. It performs encoding and decoding of protocol messages and also im-

plements some local parameter checking. The GUA is not directly accessible to
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application programmers, because the communication platform designers should

be free to de�ne the platform's API in a coherent way without having to accept

a prede�ned GUA API for applications.

� GMS system agent (GSA). GSAs are the components which, in their entirety,

make up the GMS. Each GSA is a component of this distributed system and com-

municates with either other GSAs (using the GMS system protocol), or GUAs

(using the GMS access protocol). In the GMS system, data storage is distributed,

so that each GSA may store some local data which may be queried by another

GSA. GSAs are grouped into domains, where GSAs communicating inside one do-

main use the intra-domain GMS system protocol, while communications crossing

domain boundaries use the inter-domain GMS system protocol.

The two main components of the GMS architecture, GMS user and system agents,

are communicating using special protocols. These protocols are used for accessing

the GMS (via GUAs) respectively for communications inside the GMS. The following

paragraphs will give a more detailed description of these two protocols.

� GMS access protocol (GAP). GUAs are used for accessing the GMS using entry

points provided by GSAs. These entry points must be accessed using GAP, which

is a asymmetrical protocol. The complete speci�cation [31] contains de�nitions

of used object types (which are described in section 4.2 of this paper), relations

between objects, PDU de�nitions, and state transition diagrams describing the

behavior of the two communicating agents. Figures 4 and 5 show the state tran-

sition diagrams of the GUA and GSA side of the protocol. The notation of events

and actions used for the transitions is taken from ITU's ACSE speci�cation [32].

Because the number of states is much bigger than the ones shown in these �g-

ures, only the topmost level of the diagrams is shown, which illustrates connection

setup and tear-down. Double bounded boxes represent states which contain com-

plete state diagrams themselves. Dashed lines separate state diagrams which are

executed in parallel. Furthermore, it is possible that there may be several parallel

entities of the GUA bound state, each representing one user's connection to the
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GMS. This way it is possible that several users can be connected to the GMS

using only one GUA, which is necessary for communication frameworks where

only one GUA exists for each machine.

GAP itself can be separated into three phases. The �rst phase is illustrated in

the two �gures, representing connection setup and tear-down between GUA and

GSA. The second phase is the authentication phase, where a user is identi�ed

and authenticated. Authentication is handled in a very generic way, so that

weak and strong mechanisms (from no or standard Unix passwords up to RSA

challenges with multiple iterations) can be used. After successful authentication,

the third phase, the user bound state (not shown in the �gures), is entered and

services for accessing the GMS's data can be used. These services include create,

modify, delete, join, and leave for the appropriate objects. Most GAP requests are

initiated by the GUA (ie the user), but there are also some situations where the

GSA becomes active (eg when sending noti�cations, invitations, or renegotiation

requests).

� GMS system protocol (GSP). GSAs are components of the GMS which store data

and provide access to the GMS. GSAs communicate using the GSP. The GSP

is made up of two di�erent parts, an intra-domain protocol and an inter-domain

protocol. Depending on the relation of two GSAs, the communication between



them is using one of the two variants. Because the GSP is not visible for users

of the GMS service, it is not described in greater detail.

These descriptions of GMS components (GUA and GSA) and the protocols used

for communications between these components give an overview of the GMS system.

The following two sections will deal with two aspects of the data being stored and

exchanged, which are the object types available and the way QoS issues are handled.

4.2. GMS object types

All de�nitions of the object types available inside the GMS are speci�ed in ASN.1.

Detailed descriptions are given in the GAP speci�cation [31], here we will only give an

overview of the object types, their attributes, possible relations between objects, and

the general concept behind each type.

� User. A user is a person or entity using the GMS. Each user has a identity

(a name) and one or more ways of authenticating himself. This authentication

may vary from no authentication at all (it is su�cient to use the right name) to

sophisticated, hardware-oriented authentication schemes with multiple challenge

iterations. The authentication method being used is important for some opera-

tions, which may only be performed if a certain level of authentication has been

used when binding to the GMS.

A user object contains information about a user, such as his real world name, a

description, his email address, and a list of the bindings of a user, ie the list of

active GMS connections a user has. The relations of a user object describe which

objects the user owns, of which groups and/or sessions the user is a manager of,

of which groups he is a member of, of which sessions he is a participant of, and

for which ows he is a sender and/or receiver.

� Group. Group communications need a exible way of handling groups of users.

GMS groups may consist of users and/or groups, depending on the de�nition of

the group. Joining and leaving a group is depending on the group's join policy

and authentication requirements. Joins and leaves may be noti�ed to a group's

managers and/or members. Groups may also be static (opposed to dynamic),

which means that no joins or leaves are possible (group members then must be

de�ned at time of the group's creation).

Each group object may contain a group's real world name (eg the name of a

company or a company's department), a description of the group, a group's mail

address, and the access rights, which determine who is authorized to modify the

attributes of the group. Possible relations for a group specify an owner of the

group, managers of the group, members of the group, and sessions associated

with that group.

� Flow Template. For several applications and communication platforms it is useful

to have a number of prede�ned possibilities to set up connections. Flow templates

contain information about data types which may be carried by a ow of that type,

the necessary transport service, data which is needed to set up a ow of that type,



information about uni- or bidirectional services, and a set of QoS parameters,

which can be used to give a description of the ow template. However, ows may

also be created without using a ow template.

� Flow. A ow is one connection for data transport. Depending on the ow's def-

inition, it is either uni- or bidirectional, has a limited number of senders and/or

receivers, and a renegotiation policy, which determines who is authorized to initi-

ate QoS renegotiations for that ow. Flows are created when a session is created

and are deleted when a session is deleted. Joining a ow takes place when a

session is joined, and a ow is left when the session of a ow is left.

Each ow has relations which describe the users sending and receiving that ow

(the addressing information is also part of the ow and di�ers depending on

the type of addressing being used), dependencies with other ows (in case data

is being sent which needs data being sent on other ows for being interpreted

correctly, such as hierarchically coded data like MPEG-2 [33]). It is also possible

to create a relationship between ows which denotes a synchronization between

ows (a popular example for this are individually transmitted audio and video

data which must be synchronized for playback), however, the implementation of

the synchronization must be done inside the communications platform.

� Session. The main metaphor for data transfer is a sessions. Each session is used

to logically group a number of ows and to create an abstraction for management,

authorization, and admission control for ows. The ows of a session are created

when the session is created and deleted when the session is deleted, ie there is no

possibility to dynamically add or remove ows from an existing session. However,

when joining a session, not all ows of the sessions must be joined, so users can

choose which ows to use (provided dependencies between ows are respected).

Sessions may have application speci�c information, which consists of an applica-

tion identi�cation and application speci�c data, which may be interpreted by the

application. Furthermore, the duration of a session may be given with either start

or end times or both. In addition, it is possible to specify which authentication

level a user must have to successfully join a session (provided he is authorized

su�ciently). Authorization is based on the session's join policy which may be

open (everyone may join), group (only members of the group associated with the

session may join), or managed, which may be either relative (a given percent-

age of managers must con�rm) or absolute (a given number of managers must

con�rm).

A session's relations describe the owner and managers of a session, which are

important for modifying the session object and determining who may join the

session (if the join policy is set to managed). The participants of a session are

all users who have joined the session (except the users who have left already).

A session's ows are all ows which are part of this session. A last relation

determines, which group (if any) the session is associated with.

� Certi�cate. Applications with special security requirements may have the need

to store certi�cates inside the GMS, which are used for checking data identity



and integrity. Certi�cates include the type (which may be a prede�ned type or

any other type), the name type (which also has a number of prede�ned values

and the possibility to de�ne own types), the certi�cate's validity, a simple name,

and data and signatures, which contain the informations which is necessary for

checking the data. The only relation a certi�cate has is the one with its owner.

These object types are available for usage inside the GMS and may be created,

modi�ed, and deleted with GAP services. However, because a number of attributes

and relations (such as the addressing information attribute and the senders relation of

ows) needs to be modi�ed according to their semantics, they are implicitly modi�ed

by using GAP services (such as the join session service, which would add a sender's

address to a ow he joined and modify the senders relation accordingly).

4.3. QoS issues

QoS is a very important aspect of multipoint communications, especially if multimedia

is also taken into account. GMS must be able to support QoS aspects in a way which

make it suitable for the support of multimedia multipoint communications. Two main

issues can be identi�ed here, the QoS parameter types (de�ning how QoS can be

de�ned) and the procedures available to manipulate parameters of these types (de�ning

how QoS can be applied).

GMS has four QoS parameter types, which are unsorted values, sorted values, integer

values, and real values. Unsorted Values are a set of prede�ned values, which are not

in any particular order (an example for this is a QoS parameter which de�nes a coding

algorithm, where it is not possible to arrange the di�erent algorithms in any order).

Sorted Values are also prede�ned values, but these values are given as a sequence,

because it is possible to arrange them in an order (an example for this type of QoS

parameter is the selection of a error detection algorithm, which may be given as a

sequence of none, CRC8, CRC16, and some more sophisticated algorithms). Integer

and real values represent the two basic types of numbers which may be used (which

may be used for throughput or error probability numbers).

Any parameter de�ned for a ow template or ow may be of one of these types.

The interpretation of the parameter's values depends entirely on the parameter's name.

It is therefore important for GMS users to agree on names for QoS parameters to

avoid misinterpretations. For this reason, a number of prede�ned QoS parameters is

available, where the semantics of a parameter are clearly de�ned (taken from the ISO

draft document for a QoS framework [34]). Additional parameters may be used at

any time, although it is strongly recommended to use the prede�ned types whenever

possible.

The second aspect of QoS, as mentioned above, are the procedures available for

manipulating QoS parameters. Given the object types of the GMS (as described in

section 4.2), four di�erent events where QoS come into play can be described.

� Flow template creation. When a ow template is created, it may also be given

a number of QoS parameters. Depending on the transport infrastructure, the

number of parameters already necessary or even known at this point in time may



di�er a lot. For the di�erent types of QoS parameters, values (resp. limits) may

already be de�ned, if possible.

� Session creation (ow creation). Every data transfer is represented by a ow,

which is created when the session it is a part of is created. Each ow's QoS

parameters are de�ned by their name and type and at least a default value (which

is the value used for joining participants if no local modi�cations are requested).

Optionally, a weakest limit for joining the ow and strongest and weakest limits

for renegotiation may be de�ned. For unordered values QoS parameters, there is

no order of the values, therefore the join and renegotiation values must be given

as sets of values.

� Session joining. When joining a session, the QoS parameters being used are

taken from the ow's QoS de�nitions. According to the user's requirements, a

weaker value than the default may be selected, as long as it does not fall short

of the weakest limit for joining the ow. Because the actual QoS establishment

lies outside the scope of the GMS (which is only responsible for storing the

values), it is required that transport infrastructures using the GMS control the

QoS parameters according to the values provided by the GMS.

� QoS renegotiation. QoS renegotiation is the process of de�ning new default values

and weakest limits for QoS parameters of any renegotiable ow. This renegotia-

tion may be limited by the renegotiation limits of a QoS parameter, if present. All

participants (senders and receivers) of a ow are informed of QoS renegotiations

of that ow.

A detailed and complete description of the QoS parameters and their manipulation

along with the ASN.1 de�nitions can be found in the GAP speci�cation [31]. How-

ever, it should always be kept in mind that QoS establishment and renegotiation are

tasks to be performed by the transport infrastructure, while the GMS is only used for

distribution of QoS values and renegotiation noti�cations.

5. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the architecture described in section 4 is one of the key aspects

of the GMS work. So far, research has either concentrated on implementing transport

protocols, on implementing applications together with application-speci�c management

components, or on merely specifying management services. GMS is being implemented

at the time of writing and will be integrated in at least two communication platforms.

These will be the extended Da CaPo platform developed at our lab, which has been

modi�ed to include group communications, and a multicast communications framework

(MCF, described by Bauer et al. [35]), which aims at implementing multicast protocols

with QoS guarantees. Furthermore, very small group communication platforms based

on IP multicast and ATM/UNI multicast facilities should be implemented to prove

the applicability of the GMS concept to di�erent transport services. We hope that

the application of the GMS concept within di�erent communication platforms as well

as the development of applications on top of these communication platforms will lead
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Figure 6: GMS user agent (GUA) design

us to a better understanding of the requirements for a group and session management

service in terms of protocols, object types, and performance issues.

The implementation of a GUA is currently being done in a Unix environment (So-

laris 2) using C. Two tools are being used, one is the ASN.1 compiler snacc described

by Sample and Neufeld [36, 37], which is performing all the coding and decoding of

incoming PDUs, the other tool is the commercial software StateMate, which is being

used for implementing the state machine which handles the protocol. The program-

ming interface (which is used by other components of the communication platform

according to �gure 2) and the interface to the transport system are subject to change

for integration of the GUA within di�erent communications platforms, therefore these

components are isolated from the rest of the code and easily replaceable.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the model and architecture for a transport-independent

group and session management system (GMS). GMS consists of two components, GMS

user agents (GUAs), and GMS system agents (GSAs). These components communicate

using the GMS access protocol (GAP, for GUA-GSA communications) respectively the

GMS system protocol (GSP, for GSA-GSA communications). The GMS service is de-

signed as a distributed name service with additional functionality, such as noti�cations.

There is a set of de�ned object types which may be used to model information about

users, groups, sessions, and ows. Mechanisms for authentication and authorization

are available and make the design of secure communication platforms possible.

The implementation of the GUA component permits the easy integration into com-

munication platforms. Because the design of object types and operations is independent

from a speci�c transport service, the GMS service may be used by various communica-

tion platforms. The current implementation will be integrated into two platform, the

Da CaPo system developed at our institute, and a multicast communications frame-

work, which will also be developed at our institute. Future plans include the incorpo-

ration of the GUA component into di�erent platforms. It is also planned to extend the

GUA with regard to the transport infrastructure being used.



We believe that the GMS service in general and the GUA as a component for the

inclusion into communication platforms will permit the design and implementation of

group communication platforms with a more abstract service in terms of naming, ad-

dressing, name and address management, and authentication. We also believe that

the implementation of such a system and its usage inside actual group communica-

tion platforms will lead us to a better understanding of which services are required

from an application point of view and which services should be provided by the GUA

component.
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